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Preliminary remark:

"Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler".

This quote from Albert Einstein applies to the development of the 3e system for elevators described 
below. 

3e includes a total of three completely new concepts: 

 the eCON control concept

 the tableau concept eTAB and

 the configurator eSTART

Important: 
The designations eCON, eTAB and eSTART were created based on the operating elements from our 
Elephant family. "e" is therefore synonym for a small elephant. 

The objective of the development was a solution in which the identical “material” can always be used 
for the most diverse types of elevators, both in new construction and in modernisation. You may now 
think this is a pipe dream.  

However, we claim: "With 3e we have succeeded."

The components are always the same. The interconnection is always done via identical connectors, 
only the connecting cables differ in length. 

THE 3eSYSTEM FOR ELEVATORS Standard scope of delivery:

 LiSA21 as controller type
 LiSA21, the further development of LiSA20, is compatible with this hardware and software. It is charac-
 terised primarily by a reduction of the hardware size and requires less than 50% of the board area of 
 LiSA20. Currently (as of February 2022), LiSA21 is already installed in more than 250 systems.

 Preferably a copying system with Limax33CP from Elgo 
 Although safety components such as emergency limit switches, inspection switches pre-limit and limit 
 switches or zone switches are already present, the use of the Limax33CP nevertheless brings consi-
 derable advantages:

 • The safety circuit for the door override is omitted,
 • the adaptation to the existing copying system is no longer necessary,
 • the installation of a 2nd zone is not necessary,
 • considerable time is saved because the existing components no longer needs to be 
        connected and 
 • yet, there are no additional costs (price-neutral).

     Remark: Other copying systems are also possible by arrangement.

 UniAd plug-in system 
 The connection between the control boxes and the function modules is basically pluggable and the newly 
 developed UniAd system is absolutely space-saving.

 The cable ends are assembled on both sides with the same socket plugs (female).

 The contact protection for the pin strips (male) on the UniAd is achieved by means of a specially developed 
  protective plate. 

 LED shaft light, type SaLi 
 The shaft light LED strip is always suspended in the OBOX and allows a free hanging height of max. 
 30 m. To prevent twisting, however, at intervals of approx. 10 m it should be fixed to the shaft wall. 

 The brightness values required by EN81-20 are exceeded. Power = 10 Watt / m.

TAB
START

CON
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What is the basic idea behind eCON in new buildings?

The space available for control components in the elevator shaft is often very limited. The last resort is often 
to create special wall niches for this purpose.

With eCON, consisting of an extremely flat control box (SBOX) and a few small, equally flat function 
boxes, you will almost always find a suitable "place" in the shaft.

eCON - THE 3e-CONTROL CONCEPT

Why is a door frame control solution not required with eCON?

Some door manufacturers, such as Meiler and Fermator, offer doors with certification in compli-
ance with EN81-58. When a controller unit is installed in such a door system, this certificate loses 
its validity unless a fire test with the built-in controller unit also produced a positive result.

With eCON, we pursued a different solution for two reasons:

• The constructive solution offered by the door manufacturers 
 Does not really seem practical to us, since the space
 available for the control components is very limited and 
 any work on the installations is extremely uncomfortable.
 
 In addition, this solution is associated for our customers with 
 a considerable additional cost. 

• The cost of a fire test is relatively high and the not 
 predictable time to obtain a result is long.

The solution was to develop a relatively small 

                                       emergency rescue module (BBOX), 

which, when built into the door frame does not affect the fire certification of the door, and 
with its small installation depth in the door frame, allows for the use of centrally opening 
doors.

Two that complement each other perfectly - SBOX + BBOX

The combination of the emergency rescue module with the SBOX in the shaft makes the frequently 
encountered door frame control solution unnecessary.  

Problems caused by triggered safety elements are minimised by positioning the SBOX in the shaft pit. 

What is the basic idea behind eCON for modernisation? 
Existing components for control, operation and display should only be used in exceptional cases. Otherwise 
only elements of the eCON solution will be used. The existing installation is largely uninstalled.

The number of exceptional cases is essentially reduced to the implementation of the brake release in the 
event of an emergency rescue by means of mechanical devices (Schindler-Smart, some monospace versions 
from Kone, etc.).

However, if a conversion to brake release via UPS is too complex or too costly, without a major deviation from 
the eCON standard, the components for the emergency rescue can be placed in the existing service box of 
the respective manufacturer.

If the service box is of an appropriate size, it may also be possible to insert the base plate of the SBOX with 
its 1500 x 320 mm into the existing service box of the original manufacturer. 

A solution for every requirement
The design, dimensioning and cabling of all boxes is always the same and absolutely independent of 
where the SBOX is positioned. 
Since there is usually no problem with any fire protection regulations during modernisation, the SBOX can also be
 mounted outside the shaft on any floor,
 the emergency rescue module (BBOX) can also be designed
 and assembled as a surface-mounted version. 

Maximum flexibility and cost reduction in planning and production
 box dimensions designed for the control configurations with the maximum 
 number of components (terminals, display, fuse and switching elements), 
 connectors between the boxes are independent of the specific application,
 cable connection between the boxes is always the same. Deviations only 
 with regard to length, depending on the positioning of the boxes.
 
Absolutely convenient access to all control functions.
After opening the snap locks in the emergency rescue box,
 the emergency rescue can be carried out very easily and 
 for maintenance and adjustment work, the company USB stick and the 
 hand-held terminal can be plugged in immediately. 

Minimal installation time.
All wiring, apart from the connections to the converter, the door contacts, the limit switches and other switches 
in the shaft, consists of pluggable connection cables between the boxes.

If you disregard the cable duct attachment and the attachment for the shaft light LED strip, you only need 8 drill 
holes in the shaft (6 for the box attachment and 2 for the suspension cable).

CON
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eCON consists of 4 / 5 boxes:

SBOX, BBOX, MULTIBOX, OBOX, FBOX

       SBOX: (48 mm depth)
The SBOX (control box) contains all control components. Their installation is possible almost anywhere, i.e. 
in the shaft pit, outside the shaft on any fl oor or in the engine room.

       Emergency rescue electronics

BBOX:  (37 mm depth) 
(Emergency rescue module in/on the door frame/brickwork).
The BBOX contains the components for emergency rescue and testing by a named service provider, the 
plugs for the bypass function and a communication point.

Three versions of the BBOX can be delivered:
the       eLOP BBOX for new buildings with installation in the door frame or into the brickwork and the sur-
face-mounted boxes       Z-BBOX or        LiSA21 BBox for modernisation.

       MULTIBOX: (60 mm depth)
Universal module in the shaft pit for inspection run and switching components for access to the shaft (emer-
gency brake switch and shaft light switch), emergency light and emergency call switch with integrated emer-
gency light. Status light fi elds for displaying the protected area protection as well as status display and warning 
signal for the bypass function.

       OBOX: (50 mm depth)
The OBOX is the connection box for all components located in the shaft head. Also includes the brake control.

       FBOX:  (45 mm depth)
Central connection module in the elevator car with the connection board APO16 and the connections for 
suspension cable, inspection register, absolute encoder (Limax33CP) and safety contacts.

1

3

4

5

5BOX-eCON 4BOX-eCON
eCON with control in the shaft eCON with control outside the shaft 

and BBOX function in the SBOX

4

3
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1
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5
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2.0
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4
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Cable between the boxes at eCON: Control box SBOX

Dimensions: 

SBOX-49: 1500 x 320 x 49 mm (L x B x T)

Box content:

 LiSA21 with power supply and batteries

 All security elements

 Connection of the safety lines to
 the shaft doors

 Converter connection

 OBOX-UniAd (connection to OBOX)

 FBOX-UniAd (suspension cable connection)

 BBOX-UniAd (connection to the emergency rescue box)
 or BBOX installations without UniAd

 Optional: 
 Modules for emergency rescue monitoring

 Optional: 
 Contactors and relays for automatic 
 emergency evacuation

Structure:
The SBox consists of a base plate with a 90 degree horizontally rotatable cap. The cap can be locked with 
two snap locks.

Due to the horizontal installation position of the switches, fuse elements and contactors, a box depth of 
49 mm can be achieved. As a result, together with the width of 320 mm, it is possible to accommodate the 
SBOX at almost any position in the shaft, even in the tightest of spaces. 

The positioning of the horizontally installed elements on a rotatable mounting enables their rotation by 
approx. 35 degrees, which means that access to the connection terminals is always easy.

If the SBOX is installed in the shaft, a BBOX is always required. 

However, if it is installed outside the shaft, the BBOX components (NBM-V6d-board and hand-held 
terminal) can be housed in the SBOX and the BBOX is not required (4-box confi guration).

With the depth of 49 mm, the SBOX-49 is 
probably the fl attest elevator control 

worldwide!!!
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LiSA21

LiSA21

24 V power supply unit

Emergency release monitoring

Emergency release monitoring

OBOX-UniAd

Suspension cable-UniAd

Mains supply

Main switch
shield

Fuses and
FI contactors

Battery

Multibox adapter (IRA)

Shaft SBOX with brake control

Brake contactors

Brake control

Bypass circuit board

BBOX-UniAd

Circuit breaker

The OBOX for the shaft SBOX

Dimensions: 600 x 100 x 60 mm (L x B x T)
The OBOX in combination with the shaft SBOX contains the connection terminals for all components in the 
shaft head.

The emergency brake pushbutton acts on the main switch contactor in the SBOX. 

The connection to the converter and to the brake is pre-wired.
The connection to the SBOX is pluggable via the SBOX-UniAd.

Optional: 
 Connection for shaft smoke extraction
 Connection for load weighing device 
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Shaft SBOX-98 with brake control

Structure:

The SBOX-98 diff ers from the standard 
SBOX-49 in only two ways:

► The box is exactly twice as deep 
 and 

► in contrast to the SBOX-49, the 
 switches, fuse elements and 
 contactors are installed vertical,
 wherebecause of  a minimum box 
 depth of 98 mm it becomes 
 necessary. 

 Nevertheless, the SBOX-98 can be
 used in the majority of cases also in 
 the shaft.

Due to the vertical installation of all com-
ponents, a relatively large space reserve 
is available, with the possibility of accom-
modating a UPS for the brake release.

Fuses, contactors,
FI protection and 
switches vertically 
installed

Landing/fl oor SBOX-49 with emergency rescue unit and without brake control

Dimensions and assembly of the fl oor 
SBOX are absolutely identical to the shaft 
SBOX. 

However, it does not contain any brake 
control (avoidance of switching noises on 
the fl oor).

By accommodating the components for 
the emergency rescue and for testing by a 
certifi ed party (emergency rescue unit and 
hand-held terminal), no separate emer-
gency rescue module is required.

Emergency rescue unit

Hand-held terminal
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EMERGENCY RESCUE BOXES (BBOX) 

eLOP BBOX: (emergency rescue box for the new building)

Dimensions: 509 x 80 x 34 mm (L x B x T) - frame cut-out: 482 x 82 mm.

The eLOP BBox (emergency rescue box) is a combination of a standard eLOP (landing operation 
panel) with 3.5" TFT display and a rear construction box with the components for emergency rescue 
(NB), carrying out the ZÜS test functions and activating the door bypass functions.
Moreover: Voice connection to the cabin and reset button.

The front panel with the eLOP mounted on it can be rotated 90 degrees horizontally and has two snap 
locks.

Structure of the eLOP BBOX: 

►   The MBM-V6d circuit board is located in the wall box 
 with the following functions and operating elements:
 Return run and brake test to rescue passengers and 
 ZÜS control, emergency brake pushbutton as part of 
 the main switch function, i.e. for switching the main 
 switch contactor in the SBOX, plug-in terminals for 
 connecting the cable to the SBOX and safety circuit 
 test terminals

► Reset button for resetting the emergency rescue
 monitoring

► Plug for interrupting the battery supply

► Plug to activate the switching function for Limax
 33CP with Wittur safety brake ESG-17BS in case 
 of emergency

► Connector for the bypass function

► Communication point to cabin

► In the front panel, there are two lockable 
 snap locks

► Activation of the workplace lighting by means of 
 LED strips take place automatically.

► Optional: Plexi frame of the eLOP illuminated

► Optional: Lux40 equipped with Bluetooth electronics for 
 access via the Literm APP

The OBOX variant in combination with the landing operation panel SBOX

Dimensions: 800 x 200 x 60 mm (L x W x D)
Since the landing operation panel-SBOX does not contain a brake control, an OBOX version is required 
which, in addition to the usual connections in the shaft head, contains precisely this brake control, i.e. it con-
tains the components required for the brake control for the diff erent drives, consisting of the brake contactors 
and the brake control unit .

All other installations are analogous to the OBOX when using the shaft SBOX.

SBOX-UniAd

Brake contactor

Shaft light switch

Connection converter and brake

Drop protection

Brake control unit

Load weighing device

Shaft smoke extraction

Bus module
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Functions:

The eLOP-345 x 6 0x 11 / 18, fi tted with a 3.5"-TFT display. Among other things, this displays the information 
relevant to emergency rescue, such as speed, direction of movement and zone positioning.

When the eLOP-BBOX is opened, the display automatically shows the page that is normally shown after 
clicking on the "Rescue" icon in the hand-held terminal main menu.

Important note: The front of the eLOP does not have to be removed for emergency rescue!

To give the service personnel access to the corresponding control functions by plugging in the authorisation 
dongle,a USB cable has been routed to the BBOX.

For use by the ZÜS or service personnel, a connection cable for a hand-held terminal can be laid as an option 
to the eLOP-BBOX.

Independent of this, ZÜS checks can also be carried out without a hand-held terminal. This is made possible 
by means of the touch surface on the display. After removing the eLOP front and touching the display surface, 
the display changes to the main menu page. After clicking on the "ZÜS test" icon  the fi rst of three pages 
for activating the required test commands is displayed (e.g.running in the up/down end-switch, test running 
control time, etc.).

Remark: 
All display parameters can also be accessed very conveniently via a wireless mouse.

Reset button

Limax33CP 
connector

Bypass 
connector

eLOP-345x60x16

Bus module

Communication
point

Circuit board:
MBM-V6d
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Z-BBOX: (Z emergency rescue box for modernisation)

Dimensions: 650 x 87 x 37 mm (L x B x T)

The Z-BBOX was primarily developed to meet the requirements of modernisation, since the exact door frame 
cut-out that is required when using the eLOP-BBOX is usually not available.

The attachment to the door frame or the brickwork can normally be carried out without any changes 
to be made to the subsoil.

The already existing cut-out is used to feed through the connecting cables. With the exception of the 
hand-held terminal, functions and components are analogous to the eLOP-BBOX.

Bus module

Hand-held terminal
with integrated
Communication point

Circuit board:
NBM-V6d

Dimensions: 1000 x 87 x 37 mm (L x B x T) 

LiSA-BBOX: (Z-BBOX extended by LiSA21)

The LiSA-BBOX is an extended Z-BBOX with relocation of the LiSA21 from the SBOX. 

This solution provides absolutely convenient access to the LiSA21.

With the push button and the use of the hand-held terminal as a status display, it is also a fully-fl edged 
landing operation panel.

eCON variant with LiSA-BBOX

LiSA-BBOX

LiSA21

LiSA21

NBM-V6d

Hand-held terminal with communi-
cation point and use as status/fl oor 
and direction indicator

SBOX without LiSA21
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FBOX (elevator car connection box)

Dimensions: 500 x 204 x 45 mm (L x B x T)

The FBOX is nothing more than a roof control box or inspection box that is housed in the rear box of an eCOP 
or ePAN.

Provided with a lid and mounted on the cabin ceiling, it has the original function of an inspection box. 

The FBOX contains the connection board APO16, the connections for the suspension cable (UniAd -FS), the 
safety circuit and the cabin components. 

The absolute value encoder (Limax33CP) can also be installed in the eCOP rear construction box and 
plugged directly onto the APO16.

eCOP rear construction box

APO16

Suspension 
cable UniAd

The positioning of the FBOX with AWG in the eCOP box is the 
absolutely most compact solution for modernisation.

Limax33CP

THE MULTIFUNCTION REGISTER BOX (MULTIBOX)
(for all eCON variants)

The world's fi rst multifunction box for maintenance 
work in the elevatorshaft, in which all control, operating 
and display boxes usually designed as individual 
components, have been combined into a single box.

The world's fi rst mobile module for carrying out 
maintenance work, can be integrated into a CAN-
open network.

PROTECTED BY

UTILITY MODEL
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The Multibox (MuBo) is a pure Schneider product and diff ers signifi cantly 
from the usual market standard. 

The MuBo is a true all-in-one solution, absolutely identical for use in the 
pit or on the elevator car roof.

Another highlight is the fact that the MuBo is a CANopen module.

Parallel to the connection to a CANopen bus, the box can also be con-
nected to the controller via the LiSA bus or in a completely conventional 
way. These three connection options are included as standard and can 
be selected for the respective application.

Functionally, the MuBo combines the functions of up to six separate boxes 
plus the function of an emergency light lamp.

Boxes replaced by MuBo:

1. The commercial inspection register with inspection-run control 
 elements, socket, as well as shaft light and emergency call button.

2. Box for emergency brake pushbutton in the shaft pit.

3. Shelter traffi  c light box, consisting of the light fi elds "shelter-safe" 
 and "shelter-unsafe".

4. Box for hazard warning light when the bypass function is activated 
 (bypassing/bridging the door contacts). 
 
 Remark: 
 ► The light fi eld shelter unsafe is used as a fl ashing warning light.
  This fl ashes when driving down and activates bypass function 
  every second.
 ►  In addition, a built-in warning buzzer sounds.

5. Box for shaft light and emergency brake button (Shaft access box, 
 SZ box) at the entrance of the lowest shaft door.

 The MuBo takes over the functions of the SZ-Box simply because 
 it is installed in the same position, attached to the usual SZ box.

In order to cover all the functions described above, the MuBo is not 
stationary, i.e. not permanently screwed to the shaft wall, but held 
movably in a wall bracket. 

However, since EN81-20 explicitly prescribes a fi xed installation, it must 
be ensured that the MuBo is in the wall bracket during normal operation. 

MULTIBOX
Inspection register

Shaft light button
Shaft access

Emergency brake 
button at the en-
trance to the shaft

Shelter traffi  c light

Bypass 
Hazard warning light + 
warning signal

Emergency brake 
button in the pit

CANopen module

Emergency
 light

Luminous surface for:
- emergency light
- shelter unsafe
- shelter safe
- fl ashing light / 
  warning signal
  bypass active
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In the lower part of the MuBo there is a control contact, which is closed by a MuBo in the wall bracket. When 
the MuBo is removed from the holder, the safety circuit is interrupted and the controller unit switches to the 
disabled mode. Only when the inspection switch is activated is operation possible.

The MuBo positioned on the cabin ceiling combines, like the identical MuBo in the shaft, the operating 
elements for the inspection drive, the shaft light and emergency call button and the components (illuminated 
fi elds) of the shelter traffi  c light.

Emergency light in accordance with EN81-20:
In order to meet the requirements of EN81-20 regarding the emergency light on the alarm button (5 lx), an 
emergency light is activated in the emergency call button if the cabin light fails. In addition, the entire side 
surface, in which the emergency call button and shaft light button are mounted, functions as a luminous 
surface for emergency lighting and thus replaces a separate emergency light lamp.

Furthermore, the emergency light is also switched on during an inspection drive and when the emergency 
brake button is activated.

The dimensions of the Multibox: 250 x 80 x 60 mm ( L x W x D)

The small dimensions, in particular the depth of 60 mm, make it possible to fi x the MuBo in the prescribed 
position even in confi ned spaces, i.e. In accordance with EN81-20.5.2.1.5.1 within a maximum horizontal 
distance of 0.75 m from the inner edge of the frame of the access door to the shaft pit and at a minimum 
height of 1.0 m above the fl oor of the access. 

MuBo in bracket 
 Position-control contact
     button actuated

MuBo in bracket moved up
 Position-control contact button not actuated 
 Safety circuit interrupted

Wall holder

Connection of the Multiboxes to the controller:

The connection is made via two cables provided with plugs:

 Round cable 12 x 1 qmm as a 230V connection to the safety circuit and for the socket and

 20 pol. ribbon cable (rolled up and shielded) for the 24V power supply, the bus connections 
 and all low voltage signals.

In the cabin, the Multibox is plugged directly onto the APO16 and in the shaft via the connection adapter IRA.

Connection
Multibox
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Criteria for choosing the Limax33CP slot

If the function of the speed limiter is covered by the AWG with a Wittur safety brake, it must be noted that an 
assembly with passenger transport requires a functioning Limax33CP. In this case, the reading head must 
be attached directly to the cabin fl oor, unless the Limax33CP can already be installed in the cabin wall at this 
stage.

Conclusion: Fixing the AWG read head to the cabin fl oor is then absolutely necessary if the following marginal 
conditions exist:

 A Limax33CP with the function to trigger the safety catch brake is used and 
 the assembly is carried out only with the cabin fl oor, without the cabin fully installed and
 at the same time, passenger transport is required.

The use of a cabin-high panel, which covers the opening for the AWG in the cabin wall, also enables convenient 
access to the reading head later on.

This advantage and the unproblematic installation of the reading head on the cabin fl oor compensate 
for the slightly higher costs for a panel, so that this solution is also interesting if the aforementioned 
KO criterion is not present.

From our point of view, the two embodiments described below have emerged for this reading head attach-
ment variant: 

 The folding panel - eKPAN 
 The - ePAN

Both variants can be supplied with or without a built-in FBOX. 

Since the panel is only installed in the cabin at the end of assembly, the version with FBOX in the 
panel can be removed before assembly by loosening two screws and placed on the cabin fl oor. 

The FBOX is only reinstalled at the end of assembly in the panel or placed on the cabin ceiling. 

Folding panel (KPAN) with Limax33CP fi xed to the cabin fl oor

The folding panel construction method frequently used in new buildings is probably the simplest solution if 
a light frame is dispensed with.

FBOX

CMODULE
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Panel (ePAN) with illuminated frame and Limax33CP fi xed to the cabin fl oor

The front panel which is attached with two concealed screws and some magnets can be removed very easily, 
allowing for very quick and easy access to the panel internals and the reading head. 

An extremely simple and inexpensive solution is obtained without sacrifi cing the illuminated frame. 

The cost aspect is enhanced in particular when the light frame is used as a cabin light.

Assembly run with AWG LIMAX33CP:
1. Screw the reading head mounting bracket to the underside of the cabin frame
2. Mount magnetic tape
3. Place the FBOX on the cabin fl oor and plug the suspension cable into the FBOX
 The FBOX is only in its fi nal installation slot at the end of assembly 
 i.e. in the panel or on the cabin ceiling. 
4. Plug reading head into FBOX
5. Plug MULTIBOX into FBOX
6. Switch on the inspection run on the MULTIBOX

FBOX

LIMAX33CP

Cabin wall
sections

The transponder module (EQTM).

The EQTM is a contactless RFID card reading system-
system based on 13.56 Mhz. 250 user cards and 4 master 
cards are possible and stored in a pluggable EEPROM.

It has the dimensions of an EQ50 button and is screwed 
onto a carrier board (eCON) in the same way via contact 
surfaces on a tray. It has a signal output that is con-
nected to one of 8 IOs of a bus module, depending on 
the coding on the carrier board. i.e. depending on the 
function with which the respective IO is parametrised in 
the LiSA21, its activation/deactivation is known to the 
EQTM by showing a card known to the EQTM. 

Analogous to the continuous signal by a key switch (e.g. 
control/light off ), the signal output can be permanently 
activated (jumper plugged into the back of the module) 
and deactivated by showing the card again.  

An interim power failure has no eff ect. The generation 
or deletion of the master and user cards is very easy 
and can be done directly with a micro button on the 
back of the module. The acknowledgement signals are 
displayed via three diff erently coloured LEDs and an 
acknowledgement buzzer. 

Transponder - EQTM

eTAB - THE 3e-TABLEAU CONCEPT

Operating and display components from the e-series:

EQ and ER push buttons are connected to carrier boards by means of two screws via contact surfaces. We 
use the same technology for key switches and light fi elds, i.e. each of these components can take the place 
of the others. For example, a push button, key switch and light fi elds can be interchanged at any time.

We have now also pursued this solution approach with the development of our own transponder and 
Bluetooth modules.

eTAB off ers a consistent concept for operating elements, panels and displays.

TAB
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The Bluetooth module (EQ40BT)

It has the dimensions of an EQ40 push button and is screwed 
onto a carrier board in the same way via contact surfaces on a 
tray. 

It has two signal outputs for activating an up or down push button. 
The EQ40BT is initialised at Schneider by means of special PC 
software, but this can also be done directly on site if a PC is 
available.  

Part of the initialisation is defi ning a name under which the 
EQ40BT can be identifi ed. In addition, it is specifi ed whether there 
are one or two push buttons on the fl oor.

The command transmission (up / down call) is carried out with the 
help of an Android smartphone and the APP "LiftCall" which can 
be downloaded from the Play Store. 

When a user equipped in this way approaches with an activated 
LiftCall APP, it carries out a scanning procedure and shows all 
Bluetooth modules located within a radius of approximately 
5 metres. After selecting the desired module, a connection is 
automatically established with it within 3 seconds and the available 
call button symbols are displayed. 

LiftCall-APP

LiftCall

Show available 
BT module

Push button symbols 
for call entry

New intelligent landing operation panel electronics Lux40

Another development step was the equip the control panels with even more intelligence 
through the development of further modules, for use in both the fl oor and elevator car. 

This is Lux40 for the landings and COP32TFT for the elevator car. 

What is achieved with Lux40  and what is intelligent about it?
eTAB fl oor panels equipped with bus and display electronics consisted of two separate 
parts, the LOPM / LOPT and the carrier board with the e-components.

With the newly developed Lux40DMB module, both have been combined into one assembly 
group.  

In addition to the LiSA bus electronics, the electronics for the CANopen bus are now also 
included. The evaluation electronics for a transponder module and a Bluetooth module have 
also been integrated. Together with the necessary software, up to eight key switches can 
be replaced by means of appropriately programmed key cards or smartphones and the 
corresponding APP (LiftCall).

As a result, key switches actually only have a right to exist for nostalgic reasons.

In addition to the conventional connection technology for both bus systems via plugs, also 
the connection using penetration technology via contact pins has also been integrated, also 
for both bus systems. With this, a direct connection to the bus line is possible for the fi rst 
time, i.e. without a bus cable adapter and stub cable.

Lux40 with CANopen bus connection (CANFix):

Press-on
holder

Bus cable

Contact pins
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Instead of a single signal, as with the EQTM, the LuxTM can be activated by means of eight diff erent 
functions. 

In this way, one card can be used to activate an up call command, another to activate a down call command, 
the 3rd to activate a release for the up call command, and the 4th card a release for the down call command 
and the 5th generates a reset command, with the 6th card a priority run, with the 7th a timed run and with the 
8th card an emergency run can be triggered.

The same applies for the use of the smartphone APP (LiftCall), where the same functions are possible by 
means of 8 diff erent codes.

The transponder function with the Lux40

In all eLOP landing operation panels, where the newly developed 
Lux40 electronic board is installed, the transponder and Bluetooth 
functions are taken over directly by the microprocessor, which is 
responsible for the bus and display. This leads to a signifi cant ex-
tension of the range of functions when using the transponder cards 
and the Bluetooth function.

The EQTM module is replaced by the “slimmed down” RFID module 
(LuxTM). The EEPROM is located on the Lux40.

Transponder
LuxTMLuxTM

Programming (embossing or IO assignment) of the key cards is very simple.

After pressing the Mastercard button on the back of the Lux40, by holding out an RFID card, a master card 
or master tag can be generated.

Example for embossing a user card: 
The user card is to trigger a reset on fl oor 0 (lowest fl oor) after an inspection run in the pit.

 Set the reset signal in the controller to a free IO on fl oor 0, e.g. 
 E.0O.5, i.e. the card must be embossed on fl oor 0 on IO5

IO allocation:
 Hold up Mastercard  blue LED fl ashes (IO allocation initiated)
 Hold the empty user card in front of you until 5 beeps are heard
 Remove card
 Wait until the blue LED goes out and the red and green LEDs light up

Remark: 
If the user card was not empty, i.e. already occupied with an IO, it is deleted during an embossing process of 
the card and can then be embossed again on any IO.

Remark: 
The card can only be embossed once per Lux40, but can be used for any number of other Lux40s and for 
the elevator cabin transponder on the COP32TFT additionally, i.e. for example the card in which on fl oor 0 
a reset was generated, can also trigger a priority run on fl oor 1 and a trigger a call command in the cabin to 
fl oor 7 etc.

MasterCard:
Push button
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Frame cut out for 
SAMIfi x fi xation 
= 305 x 45 mm

The 3e tableau concept - eTAB

 eLOP - landing operation panel
 eCOP - car operation panel
 eLIP - landing indicator panel

eLOP40: (with Lux40)

Dimensions: Without light frame: 345 x 60 x 10 mm
   With light frame: 345 x 60 x 16 mm 

 Surface-mounted embodiment 10 mm deep, made of 0.5 mm V2A 
 edged on all sides 
 1 mm Makrolon full front with black background, printed with logo, 
 Case-of-fi re text and pictogram, optionally with transponder symbol
 Optional: Frame made of 6 mm satinised plexi → Total depth = 16mm
 Optional: all-round white illumination
 EQ40 / ER40 with black V2A front, transparent 20 mm symbol
 Optional: SAMIfi x fi xation

Standard landing operation panel : eLOP-345 x 60 x 10 mm 
(without light frame, with SAMIfi x)

TAB

Standard landing operation panel: eLOP-345 x 60 x 16 mm 
(with light frame, with SAMIfi x)

Light frame 
satined plexi 6 mm

Frame cut out for 
SAMIfi x fi xation 
= 305 x 45 mm

Standard landing operation panel: eLOP-345 x 60 x 10 mm 
(without light frame, without SAMIfi x)

Frame cut out min. 
84 x 35 mm

Tapping screw
Frame fi xation

Tapping screw
Frame fi xation

concealed
Screw connection M4
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Standard landing operation panel: eLOP-345 x 60 x 16 mm 
(with light frame, without SAMIfi x)

Light frame 6 mm Frame cut out

Button EQ40
Key EQK40
Matrix display

Standard landing operation panel: eLOP40-345 x 60 x 2 mm 

Mounting of a standard landing operation panel with SAMIfi x fastening
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eLOP50: (with Lux50)

Dimensions: Without light frame: 170 / 230 / 345 x 60 x 2 mm
  Without light frame: 170 / 230 / 345 x 60 x 10 mm
   With light frame: 170 / 230 / 345 x 60 x 16 mm 

The composition/assembly is analogous to eLOP40.
However, in contrast to the eLOP40, the eLOP50 has no integrated bus electronics, i.e. the connection to the 
controller is made via a ribbon cable connector, which is either connected directly to the IO32 on the LiSA21 
processor board or via a bus module.

Button EQ50
Key EQK50
Case-of-fi re pictogram

eLOP50-170 x 60 x 16 mm 

eLOP50-230 x 60 x 16 mm 
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Taster EQ50
Key EQK50
Direction arrows

Taster EQ50

eLOP50-345 x 60 x 16 mm eLOP50-230 x 60 x 2 mm 

eLOP50-345 x 60 x 2 mm 

Button EQ50
Key EQK50

Button EQ50
Out of order

Button EQ50
Transponder

Button EQ50
Direction arrows

Button EQ50

Button EQ50
Key EQK50
Direction arrows

Button EQ50
Out of order

Button EQ50
Transponder
Direction arrows

Button EQ50
Out of order
Direction arrows

Button EQ50
Key EQK50
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eCOP:

Standard dimensions: 
Without light frame: 1200 x B  x T mm. Width B = 125 / 175 / 215 / 255 mm
With light frame: 1202 x B x T mm.  Width B = 130 / 180 / 220 / 260 mm 

Embodiment:
 Front made of 2 mm V2A folded on the long side.
 Fastening on mounting bracket with concealed screw connection.
 Mounting bracket fastened to the substructure with 2 self-tapping screws.
 Flush information window made of 2 mm Makrolon with black
 background, printed with logo, fi re and emergency-call text.
 Optionally with transponder symbol
 Optional: Plexi frame, illuminated all around with white LED strips
 Optional: Plexi frame, illuminated all around with RGB LED strips 

Depth T = 12,5 / 18,5:
Standard with a 45 mm deep rear box behind the upper tableau area. 
The rear box is fi xed to the cabin wall.
The tableau with T = 18.5 mm is identical to the 12.5 mm embodiment, but is lined with a 6 mm Plexi frame.

Depth T = 28 / 42:
Surface-mounted construction (without rear box) with emergency call system (e.g. 2N).
 The tableau with T = 42 mm corresponds to the 28 mm version, additionally with FBOX installation.
 Optional: Plexi frame

Special version for cabin light variant:

Depth T = 28,5: 
Consisting of a standard panel with a depth of 12.5 mm, lined with a 15 mm light frame + 1 mm mounting 
plate. Cabin light via 220V LED strips (type SaLi).

B = 125 / 175: 
With display = 5"TFT, installed vertically at B = 125 mm, horizontally at B = 175 mm. 
Push-button connection directly to the display or to the APT circuit board

B = 215 / 255: 
With 7"TFT display, installed horizontally.  
Optional with B = 255 mm: 8"TFT display.
With panel electronics = COP32TFT.

The 3e tableau concept - eTAB

 eLOP - landing operation panel
 eCOP - car operation panel
 eLIP - landing indicator panelTAB

eLOP50-170 x 60 x 2 mm 

Button EQ50
Key EQK50

Button EQ50
Out of order

Button EQ50
Transponder

Button EQ50
Direction arrows

Button EQ50
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eCOP-1200 x 200 x 28 mm 

130 mm 180 mm 220 mm 260 mm
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What makes eCOP intelligent?

The brain of both tableaux is the COP32TFT tableaux electronics assembly group.

With its extensive hardware features and software modules, it is a real all-in-one solution.

 It houses hardware and software for connection to two bus systems, 
 CANopen and LiSA bus.

 In addition to a powerful main processor, a graphics processor with the 
 associated control electronics for TFT displays of all sizes between 5" and 
 10" does its job. The “naked” display can be plugged in directly and the
 usual display electronics are not required (cost savings!).

 An MP3 voice output module with an external speaker can be plugged in 
 at any time  even at a later date.

 Connection of the tableau edge lighting. Dimmable via display menu function.

 With the wireless mouse supplied with each tableaux, of which its radio module 
 is permanently plugged into the USB plug on the COP32TFT, opens up access 
 to an unimagined variety of functions. The mouse itself remains on the system.

 By means of the activated mouse, all display indications and functions can be 
 changed, such as the display of the elevator data, the choice of diff erent fonts 
 for the texts and the selection of diff erent arrow shapes, the background colour 
 or the use of a background animation, the display of date and time, etc.

 The use of the display menu allows actual access to a variety of other functions.  

 Only in this way is it possible to issue command cards via the COP32TFT 
 integrated RFID card reading system with all possible and impossible 
 functions  makes any key switch superfl uous.

 A Bluetooth module enables connection to a smart phone (currently only for 
 Android). Analogous to the command cards, you can use a downloadable APP 
 (LiftCall) from the Google Playstore to realise functions.

COP32 TFT

A call input APP (LiftCall) for the Bluetooth module can be downloaded from the Play Store (only for Android 
smartphones for the time being).

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=de.lisa_lift.ble_panel

Remark:
With the same APP, it is also possible to initiate calls in landing panels for the BT module EQ40BT described 
below.

X1:
USB mouse
connection

Jumper 1
menu

RFID-coil
X3:

Connection to the TFT

Jumper 2
Display

Jumper 3
NRU

Relay
NRU

Relay
Alarm

LiSA-BUS

Relay
Alarm
Inlet Alarm

LiSA-BUS

FIO1 (X4.2)
FIO2 (X4.3)

FIO7 (X4.8)
Emergency supply
X4.13 Loudspeaker
X4.14 Microphone
Emergency supply
Please wait
Please speak
Emergency light inlet
Module slot

X8: F1-F6
AL/NL/24V

Buzzer inlet
Emergency light X4.11
Emergency supply X4.12
Alarm inlet

XK7:F1-F6X7/XK6: IO17-IO24
on module 55

X6/XK5: IO9-IO16
on module 54

X5/XK4: IO1-IO8
on module 53 

APO-connection

SD-card

Backup-battery
(CR1632)

XK1:
LED-light

X2: 
CAN-open

       connection

IO32

XK8

XK9

XK3

Volume
buzzer

XK2:
Loudspeaker
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Standard car operation panel with illuminated frame without rear construction box 
eCOP-1202 x 130 x 28 mm

Standard car operation panel with illuminated frame and with rear construction box K550
eCOP-1200 x 180 x 18 mm
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Standard car operation panel with illuminated frame and rear construction box K1100
eCOP-1202 x 220 x 18 mm

Standard car operation panel without light frame and rear construction box
eCOP-1200 x 255 x 28 mm
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The codes for triggering the commands are generated via the LiftCall display menu in the same way as for 
the command cards.

Examples of possible command card and LiftCall functions:

 Permanent release of a fl oor/landing push button for one or 
 several fl oors/landings or resetting this function
 Release of a fl oor/landing push button for x seconds 
 Floor/landing call command (corona function)  
 Release of a fl oor/landing button for x seconds with automatic 
 fl oor/landing call command (corona function)
 Toggle functions for activating and resetting 
 various operating states, such as special and timed runs 
 with diff erent release masks for the fl oor push buttons
 Short-term change (duration adjustable) in the aforementioned functional states

In general, with extensive use of the above functions, the use of car panels with just three pushers would be 
possible:

Emergency call, door open and fl oor button for the main stop.

This applies especially in residential or offi  ce buildings, where elevator users should only be able to ride to a 
single fl oor. Each user then receives a single command card or tag or the corresponding code for LiftCall, in 
order to generate an automatic call for the fl oor released here.

Call input on 
the smartphone

Last but not least: 
The eTAB concept off ers the possibility of connecting all operating elements by means of plug connectors, 
not in the usual way, but in combination with EFix, a type-protected technology in connection with the 
e-components (EQ40, ER40, EQ50, ER50).

This extremely time and space saving technology also enables the absolutely fl at design of the tableaux/
panels in surface-mounted embodiments with a depth of only 11 mm.
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EQ40 / ER40
OPERATING ELEMENTS

Technical Data:
Fastening: via carrier board

Symbol: translucent, 0.8 mm raised, 20 mm symbol height

Hub: 0.5 mm

Switching element: Call output minus switching

Connection: Conventional directly on push button board or via contact surfaces
Between push button and carrier board

Power supply: 24 Volt

Power consumption: 50 mA

Acknowledgement: optionally in the colours blue/red/green/white

Permanent lighting: optionally in the colours blue/red/green/white

The COP32TFT off ers the possibility of connecting all operating elements by means of plug connec-
tors, not in the usual way, but in combination with the type-protected technology -EFIX- used for the 
E-components (EQ40, ER40, EQ50, ER50).

This extremely time and space saving technology also enables the absolutely fl at design of the tab-
leaux/panels in surface-mounted embodiments with a depth of only 13 mm.

Revised versions of the e-Series push buttons

The buttons previously manufactured by Schneider Steuerungstechnik fulfi lled the criteria specifi ed in the 
EN81-71 category 2 for fi re testing and spray water protection (IPX3). 

In the impact test, only category 1 (1 kg from a height of 0.2 m) was achieved.

In the revised version, category 2 (3 tests with 1 kg from a height of 1 m) is now also achieved in the impact 
test. This is achieved by increasing the surface area to absorb the impact forces. In the old version, this 
surface consists of only two relatively small cylindrical pins. In the revised version, this surface is considerably 
larger (see the areas marked in red in the drawings below).

Due to the corona pandemic, push buttons are often no longer operated with the fi nger, but with a key or other 
object, sometimes in the crudest way. Based on the previous push button principle, in which the front and 
frame consist of one piece, it was possible for the button plate to be permanently deformed and the button to 
be permanently blocked as a result.

To prevent this blockage in the future, we divided the frame into two parts. In this manner it is possible to glue 
the button-plate over the entire surface so that any deformation can no longer block the push button.

Previous version of the ER40 Revised version of the ER 40
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The 3e tableau concept - eTAB

 eLOP - landing operation panel
 eCOP - car operation panel
 eLIP - landing indicator panel

TAB

eSTART - THE 3eCONFIGURATOR

START

The intelligent 3e START confi gurator makes it possible to individually confi gure controls and panels with a 
fascinatingly simple application. 

Take an active part in designing your product and become a designer.

CREATE OPERATING ELEMENTS/CONTROLS
You can confi gure your operating elements/controls online and receive a real-time preview in the desired 
confi guration.

CREATE OFFERS ONLINE
In a few simple steps, you can confi gure your controller or desired panel online and a quotation is imme-
diately available.

DEVICE-INDEPENDENT
Whether PC, laptop, tablet or smartphone, you can enjoy our service from anywhere.

DIRECT CONTACT
Our sales department can support you directly online in the preparation of your project.

24/7 SERVICE
Our service is available to you 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

FLEXIBILITY
Through in-house development, we are able to adapt our service individually to our customers! 

YOUR BENEFITS:
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Demo pages of our confi gurator
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We reserve the right to make technical changes. Texts, illustrations and dimensions are non-binding. 04/22

Schneider Steuerungstechnik GmbH
Gewerbestraße 5 - 7

83558 Maitenbeth / Germany

Tel +49 (0) 8076 9187-0
Fax +49 (0) 8076 9187-117

info@lisa-lift.de • www.lisa-lift.de


